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CALLED TO AMERICA!!!

Saturday on our Briefing & Prayer Call Mark read
Isaiah 47. Boy was He ever on target as was
Charles’ prayer. God has called this ministry to
reach out to our youth. The burden gets stronger
every day. We are preparing for our University
CA at Berkeley outreach and the Lord is guiding
us and going before us, step by step. Praise
God! Your prayers and support are making this
possible. This week I looked for a non profit
that would distribute Bibles to students K-12 on
October 3rd/ Take your Bible to School Day, I
was unable to locate anyone. What a shame! We
want to furnish 500 Bibles to students to take to
school that do not own one as we are promoting
this to Christians with school children who have
not heard of it. Every church and ministry in the
USA should be touting this but they are not. I
reported in the last two Faye’s Facts federal grant
money given to colleges and universities could
be nothing more than a money laundering scam
funneling millions back to accounts of lawless
lawmakers in both parties.
I have been totally accurate and the Holy Spirit is
revealing the enemies plots to us in an exclusive
and supernatural way. The Lord gave us Isaiah 47
to decree over our universities given to you last
week and over the schools and colleges listed
below. God forbid we remain silent. We must
reject this and get the facts to everyone to take a
stand and demand this curriculum be eliminated
from ALL schools and colleges. All funds must
cease that are brain washing our youth.
WHERE IS THERE A CHRISTIAN VOICE
REACHING OUR SCHOOLS? BELIEVERS,
WAKE UP!
I am an organizer and would do a lot more but
it take money. It is amazing how much Islam
and Anarchists have to destroy our nation and

faye.usainsight@gmail.com

overtake our children, schools and government
and Believers have millions in the coffers of
“prophets”, etc.
Dear Faye,
Boys and girls heading back to
school are facing troubles you and I
could never have imagined when we
were young students. Gone are the
days of worrying mainly about what
backpack to buy or how many #2
pencils your child will need.
There is a nationwide assault on our
children’s privacy and safety from
a coalition of LGBTQ activists and
radical leftists. Children as young
as five are being made unwitting
pawns in advancing the LGBTQ
agenda through our nation’s schools.
You’ll remember that President
Trump repealed Obama’s protransgender decree for our schools.
Yet many local school districts,
intimidated by radicals, are still
pushing it on their own.
Let me share with you just a few
examples of why this attack is so
dangerous...
• Girls are being forced to share
restrooms, locker rooms,
and showers with boys selfidentifying as girls.
• Female athletes must compete
against biological males who
claim to be female. They
even share hotel rooms when
traveling overnight to distant
competitions.
• Parents seeking help for their
gender-confused children
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face hostile resistance from school staff, such as the
Minnesota mom whose teenage son underwent sexchange therapy and drugs without her knowledge or
consent.
Dozens of kindergartners were forced to hear the
president of the National Education Association,
together with a man who identifies as a woman, read a
book about a transgender child.
Teachers who fail to use the “preferred” pronoun or
name of gender-confused students have been fired or
forced to resign.
A male PE teacher in Florida was disciplined for refusing
to watch a gender-confused female student undress and
shower in the boys’ locker room.

One recent case is especially tragic. A five-year-old Georgia
girl -- in what should have been a safe place, a girl’s school
restroom -- was sexually assaulted and injured by an older
boy who identifies as “gender fluid.” No one had told this
little girl’s mom, or any other parent, about the school
district’s new transgender policy. This assault on our children
by radical leftists is being conducted through our public
schools. Your federal tax dollars and mine go to these
schools. You and I have the right, and the obligation, to
demand that our federal government step in now and stop
this horrific child abuse pushed by LGBTQ activists.
Time is short. Schools are already welcoming students back
from summer break. Christian and conservative Americans
must unite our voices until every school district in America is
notified that the Obama “gender identity” policy is repealed.
Standing (Eph. 6:13),
Tony Perkins
We must change this. Our ministry needs
your support, NOW. The ‘SOW A SEED FOR A
STUDENTS SOUL” will be fruitful. I was reading
this morning that all trees that did not bear
fruit were cursed. Is that the next move in the
body of Christ? Intercessors with Insight are
truly missionaries to America. Sharon sent me
the following email that confirms my burden
for America’s schools and colleges. The world is
distracted by so many different issues, mostly
deception. Teams and Intercessors, please read
slowly and see what our mission is cut out for…..
Qatar Foundation International Funds Arabic
Programs In Select US Schools
Daily Caller News Foundation
August 15, 2019

An organization bankrolled by Qatar funds over
two dozen U.S. public schools and 10 U.S. public
colleges. Qatar has been accused of serious
human rights allegations. The organization’s CEO

FAYEUSA
is the daughter of the former
emir of Qatar.
Nearly two dozen K-12
schools and 10 colleges
across the U.S. receive
money from a group
bankrolled by Qatar, a
Middle Eastern nation with
a highly criticized human
rights record that allegedly
aligns itself with terrorists.
Qatar Foundation
International LLC (QFI
LLC), which was founded
in 2012 in Delaware and is
the U.S.-based subsidiary of
the Doha-based nonprofit
Qatar Foundation, gives
money to public schools to
strengthen Arabic programs
for children.
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QFI LLC gives grants to public K-12 schools,
academic programs and colleges in California,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New
York, North Carolina, Oregon, Texas, Virginia,
Washington State and Washington, D.C.
“QFI grants for schools, students and teachers
support education in Arabic language and about
the Arab world. They are designed to enable
students to become engaged with 21st century
skills and global competency, and support
programs that reach more than 3,200 students in
the US and Europe,” a QFI LLC spokesperson told
the Daily Caller News Foundation.
Qatar Foundation is a registered foreign principal,
meaning it is a group “organized under the laws
of or having its principal place of business in” a
foreign country, founded by the former Qatari
Emir Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani and his
second wife, Sheikha Moza Bint Nasser, according
to a FARA form. A 2015 QFI memo states that
the U.S.-based group was formed “for the
purpose advancing the vision of Her Highness
Sheikha Moza Bint Nasser and the vision of Qatar
Foundation.
The FARA form also notes that QFI LLC’s CEO
and nominal founder is Sheikha Hind bin Hamad
Al-Thani, the daughter of the former emir. QFI
LLC’s chairman of the board is Sheikh Abdul Aziz
Bin Jassim Al Thani, another member of the Al
Thani royal family. Qatar is a Sharia-law monarchy
and the richest country in the world on a per
capita basis. The nation has been accused of
aligning itself with terrorists and other extremists.
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Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, the United Arab
Emirates, Yemen and Libya have severed ties with
the Gulf state. Saudi Arabia blamed Qatar for
“financing, adopting and sheltering extremists” in
June 2017.
A former senior analyst for the Dutch Military
Intelligence and alleged victim of Qatari hacking,
Ronald Sandee, previously told the Daily Caller,
“Qatar has no real power, so they need soft
power. How do you get soft power? You invest,
you bribe, you work with people.”
Arabic is the second-most popular language at
U.S. public schools after Spanish, The Wall Street
Journal reported in August 2017.
Twenty-two K-12 public schools and eight
academic programs currently receive
grants from QFI LLC including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bell High School, Los Angeles
Elizabeth Learning Center, Los
Angeles
Granada Hills Charter High
School, Los Angeles
Hamilton High School, Los
Angeles
Wilbur Cross High School,
New Haven
Christopher Columbus Family
Academy-8 School, New
Haven
Boston Arts Academy, Boston
Boston Latin Academy, Boston
Primary Source, Boston
Washburn High School,
Minneapolis
Justice Page Middle School,
Minneapolis
Lyndale Elementary School,
Minneapolis
Concordia Language Villages,
Bernidji, Minnesota
Public School (P.S.) 261, New
York City
P.S. / I.S. 30, New York City
Global Language Project, New
York City
Anne Chesnutt Middle School,
Fayetteville, North Carolina
Lincoln High, Portland, Oregon
West Sylvan Middle School,
Portland, Oregon
Austin High School, Austin,
Texas
Burnett Middle School, Austin,
Texas

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

O’Henry Middle School,
Austin, Texas
Arabic Immersion Magnet
School, Houston
Harrisonburg High School,
Harrisonburg, Virginia
MacFarland Middle School,
Washington
Washington Latin Public
Charter School, Washington
OneWorldNow!, Seattle
Kalimah Arabic Program,
Bethesda
Middlebury Interactive
Languages, Middlebury,
Vermont
• Global Exploration for
Educators Organizations,
Norristown, Pennsylvania
Global Educational Excellence
Schools, Dearborn, Michigan
The Montana World Affairs
Council, Missoula, Montana
QFI LLC has also given grants
to 10 public colleges and
collegiate programs:
University of California,
Berkley
Five Colleges Inc., Amherst,
Massachusetts
University of Minnesota’s
Center for Advanced
Language, Minneapolis
Duke University, Durham,
North Carolina
Portland State University

•
•
•
•
•

University of Texas at Austin
University of Arizona, Tuson
University of North Georgia,
Dahlonega, Georgia
University of Chicago
University of Illinois at UbranaChampaign, Urbana, Illinois

Verbally and
Mathematically
Precocious Youth
Program, Bowling Green,
Kentucky

Don’t Miss
Saturday’s Patriotic
Prayer
Conference Call
w/ Faye’s weekly updates
for specific intercession.
Every Saturday – 2pm
EST

Criteria for grant
712.432.0900
eligibility is unclear
Call Insight
because the application
(407.265.0700)
process requires
Press 2 for access code
schools and programs
to email QFI LLC
prior to answering a
questionnaire, and none of the schools detail how
they were accepted for grants on their websites.
QFI LLC also reaches out to schools to offer grant
applications and proposals, according to WSJ.
The application process is outlined on our
website and includes submitting a written
narrative, budget, timeline for implementation,
etc. Applications are submitted via our grants
management portal and reviewed by education
experts and veteran teachers,” a QFI LLC
spokesperson told the DCNF.
“Grants that help schools are aimed to establish
or expand Arabic language and culture programs
that are able to be sustainable within five
years. The grants are reviewed annually,” the
spokesperson continued.
Houston activist Sam Herrera, who planned a
protest in the city against the opening of a statefunded Arabic immersion school that received
money QFI LLC, told WSJ he was concerned that
schools were taking money from the company
without knowledge of its background and ties
to Qatar. “They hide under school districts
wantonly taking the money. They’re not going
to overtly come out and tell you what they’re
doing,” he said. The executive director of the
Qatar Foundation’s CEO office, Omran Hamad AlKuwari, told WSJ, “There’s a lot of PR wars going
on. Everybody that comes to Qatar knows what
we are about.”
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QFI LLC’s website states its educational programs
are not only designed to teach Arabic, but also
seek to “foster a deeper understanding of the
Arab world through the teaching of Arab and
about the region’s societies and cultures.” The
company’s flagship curriculum project, an Arabiclanguage site called Al-Masdar, describes itself
as an “open-education resource library” that
“features a wealth of materials and resources for
educators including lesson plans, units, authentic
materials and more,” was developed by and gets
funding from QFI LLC.
QFI LLC, says Al-Masdar “provides Arabic
language and Arab culture teaching materials,
opportunities, news, and events relevant to
both teachers and students. Al-Masdar is a
single source for teachers to create, publish,
and collaborate with colleagues on materials
developed for their classrooms.” Al-Masdar
supplies educational materials for Arabic-learning
programs to U.S. high schools and colleges. Some
lessons present information created by Americans
who hold radical, anti-American positions and/
or pro-Qatari positions, the National Review
reported in 2018.
“[Qatar Foundation] schools and mosques often
host the most virulently radical Islamist preachers,
including one who referred to the 9/11 attacks as
a ‘comedy film,’ another who said that Jews bake
Passover matzah with human blood (‘believing
that this brings them close to their false god’),
and a third who accused the Shia of ‘poisoning’
and ‘sorcery,’” according to the National Review.
The official government policy was ‘Israel doesn’t
exist,” and maps of Israeli territory were labeled
“Palestine,” the report notes. One lesson on the
site called “Express Your Loyalty to Qatar” shows
a YouTube video in which Qatari bankers express
their loyalty to the country, the government, Emir
of Qatar Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani and Qatar’s
people. The lesson comes without guidelines for
teachers.
The lesson does not mention the fact that 95% of
Qatar’s workforce made up of 2.1 million Indian
and Nepali laborers working in “modern-day
slavery,” as the DCNF previously reported.
“These laborers make maybe $100-per-month,
and people pull up in these sports cars and their
mouths drop. That’s where you see this shocking
contrast,” New York lawyer Sonya Shaykhoun told
the DCNF. Qatar’s minimum wage was $195 per
month for migrant workers in November 2017.
According to Amnesty International, however,
some aren’t paid at all. (THIS IS WHAT OPEN
BORDERS IS ALL ABOUT)

Employers regularly take workers’ passports
when they arrive in Qatar, according to Human
Rights Watch (HRW). Additionally, people who
owe money in Qatar are banned from leaving the
country, including many white-collar American
workers.
Another lesson titled “Muslim Women in the
U.S.” aims to discuss the “U.S. government’s
perspective on Muslim women during the early
portion of the 21st century through the lens of Dr.
Lila Abu-Lughod,” author of the book, “Do Muslim
Women Really Need Saving?”
In a 2013 interview with Harvard University
Press, Abu-Lughod appeared to blame the brutal
violence, imprisonment and frequent inability to
access education and health care, in part on the
United States.creenshot/ https://www.qfi.org/
Another lesson plan titled “Whose ‘Terrorism’?”
questions the meaning of terrorism and creates
scenarios for students to discuss, such as:
“Israeli soldiers taunting and shooting children
in Palestinian refugee camps, with the assistance
of U.S. military aid.” The lesson asks students
to decide whether the example should be
considered an act of terrorism.
“While the situations are not limited to the Middle
East, this activity does challenge the stereotypes
connecting terrorism and the Middle East,” the
lesson plan reads.
Lastly, a Palestinian-American teacher in Southern
California named Samia Shoman who has
lesson plans on QFI LLC’s website that teaches
Palestinian history is a pro-Palestinian activist on
Twitter.
Shoman is also a committee member of the
California Department of Education’s Draft Ethnic
Studies Model Curriculum, which has faced
backlash in recent days for being “blatantly antiSemitic and anti-Israel,” The Washington Free
Beacon reported on Aug. 12.
Qatar, which has been accused of trying to
influence the governments of other countries, has
given $1 billion in grants to elite U.S. universities
including Georgetown University, Texas A&M
University, Carnegie Mellon University, Cornell
University and many others — some of which
have buildings on Qatar Foundation’s campus —
since 2011, the DCNF reported.
Georgetown University has received more
funding from Qatar than any other U.S. university,
totaling $333 million, the DCNF reported citing
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the Foreign Gift and Contract Report from the
Federal Student Aid office of the Department
of Education. The Middle East Forum describes
Ahmad Dallal, the dean of Georgetown’s Qatar
campus, as “a long-time and enthusiastic
supporter of the State Department-designated
terrorist group Hezbollah. Dallal, who chaired
Georgetown’s Department of Arabic and Islamic
Studies from 2003 to 2009, is also pro-Hamas
[and] pro-Boycott/Divestment/Sanctions (BDS).”
All public schools (or school districts) and
colleges listed above as QFI LLC grant recipients
have been contacted but did not return requests
for comment or did not give the DCNF any
additional information regarding the grant
application process in time for publication.
QFI LLC was a charity organization known simply
as Qatar Foundation International (QFI) for
about three years — during which time it was
exclusively funded by QF — before it became
an LLC. QFI received $10,276,831 from Qatar
Foundation between 2010, 2011 and 2012, its
Form 990s from those years show. A deleted
FAQ from QFI’s website, archived in 2014, reads,
“QFI’s major donor is the Qatar Foundation in
Doha, itself an independent, private, non-profit
organization.”Wayback Machine/ screenshot
As QFI LLC, CEO Maggie Mitchell Salem wrote in
the Gulf Times in 2018:
Through the leadership of His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani, and under
the guidance of His Highness the Father Amir
Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani, along with
the unwavering support of Her Highness Sheikha
Moza bint Nasser and HE Sheikha Hind bint
Hamad al-Thani, more children around the globe
now have access to quality global education, and
the opportunity to equip themselves with the
tools that can transform their lives: collaboration,
creativity, cross-cultural communication, and
critical thinking.
QFI LLC is not legally required to disclose funding
information as an LLC. Additionally, members of
LLCs are not personally responsible for lawsuits
or debt the LLC may be hit with, and LLCs are not
required to disclose any funding information, as
they are private companies.
LOWENKOWSKY HEARING- JUDICIARY. As busy
as I am I watched this hearing. It was the most
deceptive thing I have ever seen. I asked myself,
are these Congressmen/woman committing
treason? They are lying, slandering, falsely
accusing our President of covering up a crime
that does not exist. Their false accusations were

blatant and for the purpose of removing him
from office. Where is our Justice Department
and Republicans? AWOL. Their disrespect for
our President, the Oval Office and those of us
who elected him….62 million….are grounds for
removal of all Socialists on this committee from
office. I have listed their names and photos to
pray them out of office today. No longer can we
allow their daily lies and harassment of President
Trump using their abuse of power to continue.
Democrats of today are Dangerous!!
Treason against the United States, shall consist
only in levying War against them, or in adhering
to their Enemies, giving them Aid and Comfort.
No Person shall be convicted of Treason unless on
the Testimony of two Witnesses to the same overt
Act, or on Confession in open Court.
ARTICLE III, SECTION 3, CLAUSE 1
Teacher’s Companion Lesson (PDF)
The word treason, as transmitted to the English
language from the Latin through the French,
means “giving or delivering up.” The common
law understood treason as treachery or breach
of faith. It was therefore a crime committed
between parties who enjoyed an established
relationship of mutual benefit and trust. Petit
treason referred to a wife killing her husband, or
a servant or ecclesiastic killing his lord or master.
High treason involved a breach between subject
and sovereign, a betrayal of (or neglect of duty
or renunciation of allegiance to, in word or deed)
a sovereign to whom a subject owes allegiance
by birth or residence. Sir Edward Coke, Baron de
Montesquieu, Sir Matthew Hale, and Sir William
Blackstone considered treason the highest of
crimes and declared that it must be precisely
defined to prevent its abuse by governmental
authorities. In England, commencing during
the reign of Edward III, Parliament narrowed
the definition of treason but later widened it
according to political exigencies.
The laws of the American colonies reflected the
broad outlines of the common law of England,
both as to breadth of the offense and severity of
punishment, though sometimes the definitions of
treason in the colonies were broader than those
in England. By the eighteenth century, laws began
more consistently to reflect the English law of
treason, and eventually, during the revolutionary
period, came to require more precise definitions,
more exacting standards of proof, and more
lenient punishments. During the Revolution, many
states adopted language recommended by the
Continental Congress and its “Committee on
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Spies,” defining treason as adherence to the king
of Great Britain (including accepting commissions
from him) or to other “Enemies,” giving them “Aid
and Comfort.”
Reflecting the American Founders’ concern with
protecting individual rights and their fear of
arbitrary governmental power, the Framers of
the Constitution sought a precise and permanent
definition of treason, the permissible means of
proving it, and the limitations on the punishment
for it. The drafters of the Constitution reached
back (as had the Continental Congress) to
language in the statute of 25 Edward III (1350),
which limited treason, among other things, to
compassing or imagining the death of the king,
levying war against the king, or adhering to the
king’s enemies, giving them aid and comfort.
But the Framers’ work was even narrower. They
did not include the language of “compassing
or imagining,” which had been the basis of the
English doctrine of “constructive treason,” an
effective and easily abused method for dealing
with political opponents. Thus, in the Constitution,
treason consists only in levying war against the
United States or adhering to its enemies by
giving them aid and comfort. It may be proved
only by confession in open court, or on the
testimony of no fewer than two witnesses to
the same overt act.

and instruments of faction), and as limiting the
consequences of guilt. In The Federalist No. 84,
Alexander Hamilton mentions the definition of
treason as one of the guarantors of rights that
make a separate bill of rights unnecessary.

Members Chair

Jerrold Nadler
New York

He’s Connected to Jerry
Nadler...and Russian State
Media Ezra Friedlander runs
outreach to the Orthodox
Jewish community for the
New York rep’s campaign. His
newest PR client is the wife
of the head of RIA Novosti’s
Ukrainian arm.

As the top Democrat on the
House Judiciary Committee
goes all out in his investigation of President
Donald Trump’s ties to Russian interests, one of
his campaign consultants is working on behalf
of a prominent employee of Russia’s foreignpropaganda apparatus.

The debates in the Constitutional Convention
show an awareness of English common law and
legislative history. James Madison suggested
that the proposed definition reported by the
Committee of Detail—limiting treason to the
levying of war and adherence to enemies—
was imprudently narrow and would effectively
disallow the wisdom of experience..
When it came time to defend the Constitution,
Madison left behind his earlier aversion to a
narrow definition of treason and, in The Federalist
No. 43, lauded the Convention’s wisdom as
raising a constitutional bar to “new-fangled and
artificial treasons” (understood as the results

Jerrold Nadler
New York

Join a team!
Lead a Team!
Host Faye for an Insight
Rally in Your City

Contact Faye: 407.265.0700, option 2
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Democratic Members

Doug Collins
Georgia

Zoe Lofgren
California

Steve Cohen
Tennessee

Theodore E. Deutch
Florida

Cedric L. Richmond
Louisiana

David N. Cicilline
Rhode Island

Sheila Jackson Lee
Texas

Henry C. “Hank”
Johnson, Georgia

Karen Bass
California

Hakeem S. Jeffries
New York

Eric Swalwell
California

Ted Lieu
California

Pramila Jayapal
Washington

J. Luis Correa
California

Joe Neguse
Colorado

Greg Stanton
Arizona
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Jamie Raskin
Maryland

Val Butler Demings
Florida

Sylvia R. Garcia
Texas

Madeleine Dean
Pennsylvania

Debbie MucarselPowell, Florida

Veronica Escobar
Texas

NEW MEXICO TRUMP RALLY A DIRECT
ANSWER TO OUR PRAYERS -- Carol, Jim,

Marilyn and Nancy went. Praise God ! …8,000
inside…..4,000 outside. Protesters were bused in,
Carol told me. OUR GOD REINS….NM for Christ
TAKE YOUR BIBLE TO SCHOOL OCTOBER 3rd

PRAYER POINTS

Isaiah 47 King James Version (KJV)
47 Come down, and sit in the dust, O virgin
daughter of Babylon, sit on the ground: there is
no throne, O daughter of the Chaldeans: for thou
shalt no more be called tender and delicate.
2 Take the millstones, and grind meal: uncover thy
locks, make bare the leg, uncover the thigh, pass
over the rivers.
3 Thy nakedness shall be uncovered, yea, thy
shame shall be seen: I will take vengeance, and I
will not meet thee as a man.
4 As for our redeemer, the LORD of hosts is his
name, the Holy One of Israel.
5 Sit thou silent, and get thee into darkness, O
daughter of the Chaldeans: for thou shalt no more

Lucy McBath
Georgia

be called, The lady of kingdoms.
6 I was wroth with my people, I have polluted
mine inheritance, and given them into thine hand:
thou didst shew them no mercy; upon the ancient
hast thou very heavily laid thy yoke.
7 And thou saidst, I shall be a lady for ever: so
that thou didst not lay these things to thy heart,
neither didst remember the latter end of it.
8 Therefore hear now this, thou that art given to
pleasures, that dwellest carelessly, that sayest in
thine heart, I am, and none else beside me; I shall
not sit as a widow, neither shall I know the loss of
children:
9 But these two things shall come to thee in a
moment in one day, the loss of children, and
widowhood: they shall come upon thee in their
perfection for the multitude of thy sorceries, and
for the great abundance of thine enchantments.
10 For thou hast trusted in thy wickedness: thou
hast said, None seeth me. Thy wisdom and thy
knowledge, it hath perverted thee; and thou hast
said in thine heart, I am, and none else beside me.
11 Therefore shall evil come upon thee; thou shalt
not know from whence it riseth: and mischief shall
fall upon thee; thou shalt not be able to put it off:
and desolation shall come upon thee suddenly,
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•
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SPONSORS COME FORTH FOR OUTREACH
TO YOUTH AND SOUL WINNING CRUSADE.
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•

PRAY FOR LGBTQ MOVEMENT TO BE
RENOUNCED IN ALL SCHOOLS AND
COLLEGES
PRAY FOR SPONSORS TO COME FORTH
FOR OUR BIBLE DISTRIBUTION IN K-12 AND
UNIVERESITIES

Name: 			

•
•

Or mail a check with this form to:
Payable to Insight USA
(PO Box: 917689, Longwood, FL 32791)

•

QUOTE THIS OVER ALL MEMBERS OF
JUDICIAL COMMITTEE. PRAY FOR GOD TO
EXPOSE CORRUPTION AND JUSTICE WILL BE
SERVED
PRAY FOR PUBLIC SCHHOLS LISTED THAT
DIVINE INTERVENTION WILL TAKE PLACE
AND ISLAM WILL BE REMOVED FROM ALL
CURRICULUM

6 month subscription for $89
Call: 855-887-7321 to Sign Up

•

SUBSCRIBE TO FAYE’S FACTS!

which thou shalt not know.
12 Stand now with thine enchantments, and with
the multitude of thy sorceries, wherein thou hast
laboured from thy youth; if so be thou shalt be
able to profit, if so be thou mayest prevail.
13 Thou art wearied in the multitude of thy
counsels. Let now the astrologers, the stargazers,
the monthly prognosticators, stand up, and save
thee from these things that shall come upon thee.
14 Behold, they shall be as stubble; the fire shall
burn them; they shall not deliver themselves from
the power of the flame: there shall not be a coal
to warm at, nor fire to sit before it.
15 Thus shall they be unto thee with whom thou
hast laboured, even thy merchants, from thy
youth: they shall wander every one to his quarter;
none shall save
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